
CAMERON WORKS WITH A 
DIVERSE RANGE OF CLIENTS 
ACROSS AUSTRALIA, AND 
AROUND THE WORLD. HE 
HELPS ORGANISATIONS TO 
FIND THE WORDS, STORIES, 
AND CONTENT THAT REVEAL 
WHO THEY ARE. 
 
“Cameron’s work is exceptional. He is a truly  
gifted wordsmith and we could not have secured 
the large grants which we have in the last six 
months without his attention to detail and passion 
for excellence. He is extremely thorough in  
doing his research and this results in securing 
successful outcomes. I would highly recommend 
Cameron for any size organisation looking to im-
prove their strategy, secure philanthropic funding, 
or simply requiring quality communications.”

Sue Karzis
CEO
State Schools’ Relief

Cameron joins leading content strategists to present at 
the 2019 ContentEd Conference in Edinburgh
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Project: Commemorative book 
Services: Writing |  Editing 
 
Cameron was commissioned to write the commemorative book 
for Federation University Australia’s 150-year anniversary celebra-
tions, held in 2020. 

Published in both hardcover and softcover editions, this bespoke 
publication highlights the rich history of the institution, beginning 
with the establishment of the School of Mines Ballarat in 1870, 
and its evolution to become the global university it is today.

Cameron undertook significant research, finding new and surpris-
ing insights within books, news articles, and archival material, to 
bring to life the colourful story of Federation University Australia, 
and the key figures in its development to date.  

FEDERATION UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA
Client:
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If the foundations of Federation University Australia were laid in 1870, the expansions that came almost  

a century later in 1967 marked the most significant to date. But in the intervening period, the University 

first had to withstand the effects and the inescapable change wrought by two successive World Wars.  

In his introduction to By Degrees – An Illustrated History of the University of Ballarat, historian  

Weston Bate OAM notes that the SMB found itself in trouble as World War I approached: 

In 1912, its independence was threatened. Buildings and equipment deteriorated and morale suffered.  

In 1914, SMB had very few mining students. If Ballarat’s prized institution was to survive, it needed  

to diversify, and if Ballarat were to maintain a reservoir of skills, more general courses would have to  

be provided (Haynes, 2000, page 7). 

As it turned out, this time of great unrest galvanised a new spirit of innovation and encouraged  

new enrolments. By 1916, nine diploma courses were on offer, including the three foundation programs 

(mining engineering, metallurgy, and geology). An SMB advertisement published that year in the Ballarat  

Star reflected the wartime need for more skilled workers in its headline: ‘TECHNICAL TRAINING/

AUSTRALIA’S URGENT NEED’. The copywriting cut to the institution’s unique selling proposition:  

‘Our organisation is complete. Our instructors are specialists. Our equipment is the best.’  

By the end of World War I, more than four hundred SMB students were listed on the War Honor Roll. 

Unsurprisingly, a large proportion were attached to branches of the Australian Imperial Force like the first 

Australian Mining Corps where their technical training was put to good use. In the four years following  

the War, more than four hundred returned soldiers graduated from SMB, funded by a Commonwealth 

repatriation scheme for returned servicemen. 

As the SMB began to diversify its offerings, its student body changed too. By 1927, the total SMB 

enrolment comprised 490 men and 346 women. The large number of female students was thanks  

to a decision in 1907 by the Victorian Government to incorporate two existing Ballarat art schools  

into the SMB – becoming the Ballarat Technical Art School. With their knowledge of design and drawing,  

art students were able to make important and valued contributions to manufacturing processes.  

Arts courses available at the time included: advertising, photography, fashion plate drawing, woodcarving, 

and needlework. Proudly, the Ballarat Technical Art School would lay the foundation for what is now  

the longest continually operating tertiary art school in Australia. The school has undertaken many  

important commissions over the years, including illustrations for the Education Department’s Record  

of War Service Victoria 1914-1919.

Following the Great Depression and the significant challenges it brought for technical education 

institutions in the 1930s, the commencement of the Second World War reignited the need for skilled 

tradespeople. While classes continued during World War II, students and instructors alike co-existed in  

an ever-present state of alert. The Japanese were expected to attack at any time. A black and white 

photograph from 1945 shows uniformed Ballarat Junior Technical School students standing in trenches  

dug in the school grounds as they participated in an air drill. Post-World War II, SMB enrolments grew 

significantly once again – increasing from 1517 students in 1945 to 1835 students a year later. 

T R AN S FORMAT I ON S
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Members of SMB Mining class visiting 

New Normanby Mine, Ballarat, 1889

Geology (Geoscience) students at  

Black Star Open Cut in Mount Isa, c.2006

“The day of the cradle and the tin dish had already passed into an antiquity...
Mining had become a serious business, and the mining engineer,  
the metallurgist, and the geologist had become a power in the land.”

                                                                  S M B  J U B I L E E  B O O K L E T  1 9 2 0
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Project: Advertising creative 
Services: Animation
 
Cameron was engaged by leading Sydney girls’ school Brigidine 
College St Ives to create new and engaging content for internal 
and external audiences.

To more effectively share the school’s story, and invite new families 
to consider the college, Cameron devised an uplifting animated 
video. The storyline features a school student who represents the 
distinctive values and ethos of the college. 

The animation was shared widely as sponsored social media 
content, and via out-of-home marketing - standing out against the 
more traditional advertising employed by competitors. 
 

BRIGIDINE COLLEGE ST IVES
Client:
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A place for the courageous...

Brigidine College St Ives is the setting for many stories… Brigidine College St Ives is the setting for many stories…

It’s a place for the compassionate...

A Brigidine Girl pops up, one foot raised on a rock, 
opposite her a Brigidine flag appears, planted in the 
ground and waving in the breeze. A mountain range 
can be seen in the background, implying that this 
Brigidine Girl has conquered the summit.

Open on a closed book that’s bound in Brigidine 
College signature colours

The page flips to reveal the next scene...

The book opens up and the pop-up action reveals the 
Brigidine College crest

The page flips to reveal the next scene...

Two Brigidine Girls will pop-up holding hearts outward, 
showing their compassion and willingness to share 
that compassion with others.

Brigidine College St Ives Storyboard
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Project: Award application writing 
Services: Writing 
 
In 2020, Cameron helped Aurecon Australasia to shine a spotlight 
on two of their inspiring projects by writing multiple successful 
award applications.

Project Gilghi is a breakthrough “off-grid” water purifying system 
devised for use in remote Indigenous communities. Housed  
within a shipping container, Gilghi utilises photovoltaic (PV) solar, 
batteries and a back-up diesel generator to provide safe,  
potable water.   

SiteLab is an incredibly powerful “digital canvas” that allows users 
to interact with rich built environment or infrastructure design 
visualisations in real time. From a single light fitting or piece of 
signage, to an entire building or precinct, siteLab allows quicker, 
smarter, and more cost-effective design decision-making. 

Project Gilghi was named the Newcastle Division winner in  
the nation’s premier engineering honours - the Australian  
Engineering Excellence Awards. SiteLab was named a  
winner in both the Driven x Design Awards, and the Good  
Design Awards.

AURECON AUSTRALASIA
Client:
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Annual 
Report
2019
A year of defending our oceans

Project: 2019 Annual Report
Services: Editing | Writing | #dataviz
 
Cameron was commissioned to conceptualise, 
write, and edit the 2019 AMCS Annual Report.  
He was given a blank canvas to work with, as 
the organisation had not produced such a report 
since 2013. AMCS is the nation’s leading  
marine conservation charity, whose priorities  
include whaling, climate change, sustainable  
fishing, plastics pollution, and the protection of 
marine parks. 

Cameron devised a visually appealing publication  
featuring infographic panels and hero imagery 
that allows stakeholders to easily comprehend the 
AMCS mission, and the major outcomes achieved 
in the past 12 months.

AUSTRALIAN MARINE  
CONSERVATION SOCIETY 
(AMCS)
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2019 AMCS 
HIGHLIGHTS 

It was a busy and productive year. Here’s a 
snapshot of what we achieved, thanks to our 
incredible supporters.

Our critical work to defend Australia’s 
oceans is detailed in the following report.

Western Australia 
bans single-use plastic 

shopping bags

Japan withdraws from 
Southern Ocean whaling

Historic Reef-climate 
declaration from 150 FNQ 

businesses and AMCS

The World Heritage 
Committee meets in 

Baku, Azerbaijan. AMCS 
Director of Strategy 

Imogen Zethoven AO 
presents on how climate 
change is affecting the 

Great Barrier Reef  

JANUARY MARCH APRIL JUNE

Great Barrier 
Reef water 

pollution laws 

12019
CAMPAIGN 
WINS

WHALING
2019 was a historic victory for Antarctic 
whales. For more than a century, 
whaling fleets have hunted the 
Southern Oceans each summer, but 
now – at long last – Japan’s whaling 
fleets have withdrawn.

This is a huge win for our whales. We have 
been fighting for decades to get the whalers 
out of the Antarctic. However, in 2019 Japan 
also withdrew from the International Whaling 
Commission to resume commercial whaling in 
their waters. Japan has turned their back on 
global efforts to conserve whales in order to 
kill whales outside international control.

AMCS and the International Fund for 
Animal Welfare released a legal opinion 
from an international law expert showing 
Japan’s actions opened the country to 
legal action. Thousands of Australians 
signed an AMCS petition, addressed to the 
Japanese Government, urging an end to this 
unnecessary and cruel practice. We continue 
to call on our government to once again 
challenge Japanese whaling through the 
international courts.

Australia has long been a global leader in the 
fight against whaling. When Japan tried to get 
the IWC to lift a 30-year ban (“moratorium”) 
on commercial whaling in late 2018, it was 
Australia that led countries to reject Japan’s 
outrageous proposal. The moratorium 
must be protected. Since a ban on whaling, 
humpback whales have made a comeback 
in Australian waters, with their numbers 
blossoming to 90% of their pre-whaling 
population along our west coast, and 63% 
along the east coast.

Our goal is to create global sanctuaries that give 
whales shelter, reform fisheries to drastically 
reduce bycatch kills, and give our whales a 
chance to recover from decades of whaling.

14
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It was a busy and productive year. Here’s a 
snapshot of what we achieved, thanks to our 
incredible supporters.

Our critical work to defend Australia’s 
oceans is detailed in the following report.

AMCS volunteers 
mobilise in Cairns during 
the Council of Australian 

Government (COAG) 
meeting to push for 

urgent climate change
action 

AMCS publishes the 
landmark Reef Safe 

Carbon Budget Report, 
and meets with members 

of the Queensland 
Parliament to convey a 

clear plan to decarbonise 
our economy 

Launch of new film Roper 
River and Limmen Bight, 

to raise awareness of 
the Northern Territory’s 

second-only marine 
park, the first to be 

established in 30 years

In a win for our Reef, 
AMCS helps secure new 

farm pollution laws

The Federal Minister of 
the Environment launches 

East Antarctic Marine Park: 
Maintaining Australia’s 

Legacy report, produced by 
AMCS and partners 

AMCS secures stricter 
rules off South Australia 

to reduce dolphin injuries 
and deaths from gillnet 

fishing

New brand and website 
go live for the highly 
successful GoodFish 

initiative 

AUGUST OCTOBER NOVEMBERSEPTEMBER

Southern 
Ocean whales 

freed from 
harpoons 

Single-use 
plastics 

bans gaining 
momentum

Combating 
illegal shark 

finning 

Bigger, 
bolder, better 

GoodFish 

2 3 4 5

Our Southern 
Oceans are free 
from whaling for 

the first time in over 
a century

of the humpback 
whale population 
on the Australian 
west coast have 
recovered, from 

pre-whaling 
numbers

travelled by 
humpback whales 

each year – the 
largest migration of 

any mammal 

Time to 
fight

10,000
km

15

100+
YEARS

90%

Each year between April and December, humpback 
whales flock to Australia’s coastlines 

Photo credit: Vanessa Mignon

Client:
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Project: Grant writing 
Services: Writing 
 
State Schools’ Relief is a not-for-profit organisation that improves 
the lives of tens of thousands of disadvantaged Victorian children, 
and their families, each year.
 
Founded in 1930 during the Great Depression, State Schools’ 
Relief provides government school students with new uniforms, 
footwear, and educational resources, including learning devices. 
The organisation’s aim is to remove barriers so that every student, 
regardless of their background, will participate fully in  
their education. 

Cameron was commissioned to write multiple grant applications 
for two new State Schools’ Relief programs seeking external  
support. One initiative seeks to assist students with the cost of 
getting to and from school using public transport - a key issue 
linked to attendance. The second program is an innovative  
response to the needs of non-verbal learners, and how to bridge 
this challenge with the use of iPads. 

Three applications were written, and all three were successful, 
securing hundreds of thousands of dollars of funding in total. 
 

STATE SCHOOLS’ RELIEF

iPAD 
EVALUATION
PROGRAM //  2019

Client:
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Project: Content writing workshops
Services: Training 
 
Cameron was commissioned by CQUniversity  
to create and lead a series of content writing 
professional development workshops. With staff 
working remotely due to COVID-19, this training 
was delivered via Zoom. 

Approximately 40 staff across the marketing,  
communications, and student recruitment  
teams took part. The workshops combined best 
practice principles and hands-on activities to  
develop participants’ content creation skills.  
Content formats covered included copywriting, 
video scripting, presentations, and  
advertising collateral.  

CQUNIVERSITY

The UX
honeycomb

cameronpegg.com.au CQUniversity content writing workshop 1

Valuable

Desirable

Accessible

Useful

Findable

Credible

Usable

FEELTHINK

USE

cameronpegg.com.au CQUniversity content writing workshop 2

The acquisition cycle

Which stage 
is in focus?

Client:
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“Cameron has assisted us with  
a diverse range of project  
profiles and thought leadership 
material, helping to translate  
complex information into  
engaging content. His work  
has drawn focus on real-world 
outcomes and achievements for 
our clients and our people.”

Chris Saxby
Business Partner
Aurecon Australasia

“Cameron doesn’t just take the 
easy road; he adds a level of  
strategic thinking that lifts the 
publication from brochureware,  
to become a tactical and strategic 
piece of communication.”

Margo Baas
Head of Careers and Employment
University of New South Wales

“Cameron has proven himself  
to be an outstanding trainer,  
presenter, and presentation  
mentor for our professional  
membership organisation.  
His knowledge and expertise of  
all aspects of marketing and  
communications is exceptional.  
This along with his interpersonal 
skills has seen his contributions 
and training well received by 
those who have participated in 
the various programs he has been 
involved in. I have no hesitation in 
highly recommending Cameron.”

Neil McWhannell
CEO 
EducatePlus 

CLIENT  
TESTIMONIALS 
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Copywriting Content  
strategy

Storytelling
audits 

Publications

Advertising 
creative 

Tailored  
content  
training 

Presentation 
design

Video and  
animation

Speechwriting 
/ghostwriting

Grant and 
award  

applications

Great content will transform your business. 

Let’s get started.
cameron@cameronpegg.com.au

The right
for

every project
CONTENT
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